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a different standard

Vision
To be a company that inspires you with products of 
a different standard.

Who we are
  ton si taht ynapmoc ngised lairtsudni dnik-a-fo-eno a si cocacollA

limited to any category or current industry.

Mission
Our mission is to improve the design and value of existing products 
that provide a new user experience, and make them accessible 
to every household in the world.

How we work

Awards
Our vision helps us to create innovative solutions with value to current 
daily problems and to achieve recognition on multiple platforms.

Design
With only a nice shape we will not be able to 
create a change. This is why functionality is 
important. Our products should offer a solution 
to a problem that current products on the 
market do not address.

Production
We pay close attention to the cost: It needs 
to be affordable for the end user to buy the 
product. Only when these two criteria are met 
will it be worthwhile for the end user to adapt to 
the different standard.

Sales
Our products should also be widely available: 
from the largest hypermarket to the smallest 
neighbourhood convenience store. This means 

with a clear role and value for every link in the 
distribution chain.

“ ”Doing different is the only 
way to make a difference

Introduction

iF Design Award

Moscow Gift award

Innovation award

CEDIA Winner award

CITE award

Red Dot Design award

GIO award

Energy award

Shell Livewire award 
Design award

MKB Innovation award

Computex d&i award



Around the globe

Greece

South Korea

The Netherlands

China
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Sales & Market Share

International focus
Allocacoc was founded in 2011. It has always focused on setting 
a different standard. Such a standard is not limited to a country’s 
borders, which is why we had a strong international focus since the 

and a product presence in more than 80 countries. 

Worldwide Partners
Due to our international focus, we are proud to have established 
many worldwide partnerships. We value our partnerships with good 
collaboration and communication, as we always aim for long-term 
business relationships. 

Delft

Shanghai
Headquaters

Shenzhen
R&D

Irvine, CA

Suzhou
Factory
• Own production facilities
• 800,000 pcs/month 
   production capacity
• 450 assembly workers
• 
   through modular design
• Full control over quality
• Testing and quality 
   control facility
• Unique laser coding 
   for tracking

Tokyo

 = allocacoc product presence

 ≠ allocacoc product presence



Plugs never block“ ”

Original Original USB Original Switch
Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A 100-250V~; 13-16A 100-250V~; 13-16A

Cord Length No Cord, direct wall plug No Cord, direct wall plug No Cord, direct wall plug
Sockets 5 4 + 2x USB 4 + Switch

USB Output (V) - 2x 5V -
USB Output (mA) - 2100mA (10W) -
Standard colour Kelly Green Cobalt Blue Trolley Grey + Kelly Green

Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal* Universal* Universal*

* check availability per country

Are those bulky laptop plugs getting in the way of the other 
power outlets? The PowerCube |Original| is perfectly suited to 
neatly plug in all your devices.

Need more power outlets in your room or office? Plug the Power-
Cube |Original| into one wall socket and power all your devices 
with 4 or 5 sockets.

The PowerCube |Original USB| comes with dual powered USB-A 
ports (2.1A) that are compatible with your smartphones and 
tablets. No additional adapter needed.

Perfectly sized for any wall outlet in your living room, office, 
classroom, and bedroom. Connect up to five devices at once in 
all directions with this neat little cube.

Stack your PowerCubes to create your desired amount of 
sockets. Just stack, plug, and power! Have fun creating your own 
tailored source of power.

Spring-loaded receptacle cover plates prevent the insertion of 
objects when unequal pressure is applied. Align the prongs to 
plug into the sockets. Keep your child safe with our childproof 
sockets.

No Plug Blockage

Socket Multiplier

Dual-USB Charging

Space Saving Design

Stack to personalize it

Childproof Sockets

PowerCube |Original|
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Always within 
reach“ ”

Extended Extended USB Extended Switch
Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A 100-250V~; 13-16A 100-250V~; 13-16A

Cord Length 1.5m & 3m 1.5m & 3m 1.5m 
Sockets 5 4 + 2x USB 4 + Switch

USB Output - 2x 5V; 2100mA (10W) -
Mounting system Included with tape Included with tape -
Standard colour Boston Red Trolley Grey Trolley Grey + Kelly Green

Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal* Universal* Universal*

Tape your dock to any smooth surface. Twist and lock your 
PowerCube to the dock. Turn your mounted PowerCube a full 
360 degrees to plug in at any corner. Perfectly suited for 
reachable access to charging all your devices.

Struggling to charge your phone because the power outlet is 
across the room? Or maybe your wall outlet is hidden behind 
your desk or bed? Whether you need outlets near your 
bedside or desk, the PowerCube |Extended| is a perfect 
choice. This durable cable provides power across the room. 
You need power? We got you!

Are those bulky laptop plugs getting in the way of the other 
power outlets? The PowerCube |Extended| is perfectly 
suited to neatly plug in all your devices.

The PowerCube |Extended USB| comes with dual powered 
USB-A ports (2.1A) that are compatible with your smartphones 
and tablets. No additional adapter needed.

Stack your PowerCubes to create your desired amount of 
sockets. Just stack, plug, and power! Have fun creating your 
own tailored source of power.

Spring-loaded receptacle cover plates prevent the insertion 
of objects when unequal pressure is applied. Align the prongs 
to plug into the sockets. Keep your child safe with our 
childproof sockets.

Mount. Twist. Charge

Power Within Reach

No Plug Blockage

Dual-USB Charging

Stack to personalize it

Childproof Sockets

PowerCube |Extended|



Universal socket - plug connection
The worldwide standard receptacle (fused for max 6-10A) 
allows you to use your old IEC cables as an extension cord for 
the PowerCube|ReWirable|

No blockage
Our uniquely designed PowerCube prevents bulky
adaptors and plugs from blocking each other. This means that 
all additional sockets on the PowerCube can be used at the 
same time!

Functional at home or abroad
Once you return home, simply switch the plug to one that is 
compatible with your home country and continue to use the 
PowerCube|ReWirable| at home. 

Travel plugs
All you need is one PowerCube|ReWirable| to travel around 
the world. The set of additional plugs are interchangeable 
and cover frequently traveled destinations: Europe, United 
States, China, Australia and United Kingdom.

ReWirable ReWirable USB
100-250V~; 6-10A Voltage 100-250V~; 6-10A

US, UK, AUS/CHINA, EU Travel plugs US, UK, AUS/CHINA, EU
5 Sockets 4 + 2x USB

Yes IEC Connector Yes
Yes Fuse Protection Yes

Mystic Magenta Standard colour Mystic Magenta
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,

Universal* Universal*

PowerCube |ReWirables|

For home and 
travel use“ ”

Duo-charging
You can charge two USB-charging devices, such as 
smartphones and tablets, at the same time. The dual high-
power USB ports (2.1A) allow a faster charging time than 
charging via your laptop.

* check availability per country
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A single button
Simply pressing on the remote button will switch your devices 
on and off from a distance. 

Press by foot
If both hands are occupied, you can just as easily use your 
foot to press the big step-on button to control your devices.

Battery-free
A battery-free PowerRemote is not only good for the 
environment, but it also gives you one less thing to buy at the 
store. 

One-to-many and Many-to-one
The PowerCube|Remote| can be paired with multiple 
PowerRemotes, and vice versa. All you have to do is press and 
hold the button for 5 seconds!

Sticky-pad on the PowerRemote
wherever it suits you best. You can always remove it without 
leaving any residue, and stick it on another surface.

Original |Remote| Extended |Remote|
100-250V~; 2.5A Voltage 100-250V~; 2.5A

No cord. Direct wall plug Cord Length 1.5m
4 Sockets 4

Yes (expandable) Remote controlled Yes (expandable)
- Mounting system Included with tape

Trolley Grey Standard colour Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

PowerCube

 “ ”
s

ON/OFF in one go



Real-time cost
The PowerCube|Monitor| shows energy consumption 
readings in your local currency. 

Current consumption
Current consumption is displayed like a car speedometer to 
make it easy to read at a glance.

Detailed consumption of stand-by energy
Consumption of up to 1/1000th of a cent is measured and 
displayed, so you get direct feedback even for low-consuming 
devices. 
By pressing the display twice, you can reset the counter to 
measure detailed consumption for a period of choice. 

Total consumption
The total consumption is also shown and can be reset by 
pressing and holding the display for 5 seconds.

On/Off switch
The display doubles as an on/off switch, so you can start 
saving energy with just one press. 

Monitor |Original| Monitor |Extended|
100-250V~; 13-16A Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A

No cord. Direct wall plug Cord Length 1.5m
4 + LED Screen Sockets 4 + LED Screen

- Mounting system Included with tape
Yes ON/OFF switch Yes

Trolley Grey Standard colour Trolley Grey
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

“ ”
PowerCube

press 

hold 
5s

hold 
2s

Real-time
monetary costs
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WiFi range extender

before.

WiFi connections
The number of devices that are connected to your WiFi is 
shown in the display.

Lan connection
You can also opt to use a LAN data cable for an uninterrupted 
connection from your router.

Switch On/Off
Pressing the button allows you to switch the WiFi on and off. 

Download speed indicator
You can see at a glance how fast your connection is, from 
10kb/s to 2mb/s. 

PowerCube

100-250V~; 13-16A Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A
No cord. Direct wall plug Cord Length 1.5m

Sockets
- Mounting system Included with tape

Yes ON/OFF switch Yes
Trolley Grey Standard colour Trolley Grey

A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O

“ ”Instant WiFi
hotspot

WiFi



”
PowerCube|SmartHome|

All SmartHome products can be controlled with the Allocacoc 
Smart app (downloadable from both the Apple and Android 
stores). This app can be used to control multiple PowerCube 
|SmartHome| simultaneously from a WiFi or mobile network 
environment.

Remote control your devices
at home from anywhere

Create a custom power-saving plan by using the countdown 
and timing switches within the app.

Create a customized switching schedule

You can easily share the smart socket with family members and 
friends.

Fast sharing: 
quickly share your devices with others

Add multiple devices to a scenario, and execute these scenari-
os with the click of a button. For example: convert your desk 
light into a wakeup light, turn on your coffee maker in the morn-
ing, start your oven or heater on your way home, control your 
garden lighting,...

Create different scenarios

You can switch the PowerCube |SmartHome| on or off by 
giving a command to an "Alexa", "Google Assistant" or "Tmall 
Genie" compatible speaker. 

Control by voice and app

Voice and app
controlledsmart socket

Technical Specifications
No. outlets

Grounded，Childproo，ON/OFF switchf

App support

Smart speaker support
Material

Cable length
CableFix

-
-

PowerCube Original SmartHome
4
Yes

Allocacoc Smart 
(avaliable for iOS and Android)
Alexa, Google Assistant, Tmall Genie
PC, PC+ABS (main body)

1.5m 
Yes

PowerCube Extended SmartHome
4
Yes

Allocacoc Smart 
(avaliable for iOS and Android)
Alexa, Google Assistant, Tmall Genie
PC, PC+ABS (main body)

CN(10A/250V~) CN(10A/250V~)

Socket type(Rated AC) DE (16A/250V~)
US (15A/125V~)
UK (13A/250V~)

DE (16A/250V~)
US (15A/125V~)
UK (13A/250V~)

“
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PowerCube USB |Wireless Charger|

Simply place your phone on the wireless charging dock to 
charge your phone. 

Wireless charging

2 USB-ports (2.1A) for USB-charging devices such as your 
tablet and camera. 

USB Charging

Compact design where plugs never block.
Compact

Socket multiplier with 4 sockets and 2 USB-ports to charge 
multiple devices at the same time.  

Multiple outlets

Unique docking system to mount the PowerCube on any 
flat surface with its removable tape.

Mount included

Charge your phone
wirelessly

Technical Specifications
Socket type

No. of outlets
Rated AC

No. of USB-outlets
USB output

Wireless charging output
DC output

Cable length
CableFix

Grounded
ChildproofIncluded YesMounting Dock, Removable Tapes

PowerCube USB |Wireless Charger|
Type B / Type F / Type A+I
3
15A/125V~
2
2.4A 5V
1A 5V
total 2.4A 5V

1.5m(5ft)
Yes
Yes

”“



Socket multiplier
Plug into a socket and Immediately gain up to 4 additional 
sockets. You will never run out of power outlets.

No blockage
Our uniquely designed PowerCube prevents bulky adaptors 
and plugs from blocking each other. This means that you can 
plug all four devices at the same time!

Cable management
Stay organised and align the extension cord of the PowerCube 
Extended|Switch| along the surface with the provided cable 

A single button
Simply pressing on the button switches your plugged-in 
devices on and off.

LED-indicator
The integrated LED-indicator lights up when the PowerCube 
is switched on.

“ ”

* check availability per country

PowerCube |Switches|

One button to power 
on and off

Docking system
PowerCube Extended|Switch| comes with a unique docking 

surface 

Original Switch Extended Switch
100-250V~; 13-16A Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A

No Cord, direct wall plug Cord Length 1.5m 
4 + Switch Sockets 4 + Switch

- USB Output (V) -
- USB Output (mA) -

Trolley Grey + Kelly Green Standard colour Trolley Grey + Kelly Green
A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,

Universal* Universal*
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“ ”Plugs never block

miniCube

Two models
Choose between the Original model with three sockets, or the 
Original USB model with two sockets and two USB-ports.

No blockage
Plug from all sides of the miniCube that is designed in such a 
way so that plugs never block.

Even more compact
Imagine a PowerCube that is smaller, more compact and 
even more convenient.

Original Original USB
100-250V~; 13-16A Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A

3 Sockets 2 + 2x USB
- USB Output 2.1A/5V

G Available socket types G
Yes Childproof Yes
Yes Grounded Yes
Yes Fuse Yes

58×58×87mm Size 58×58×87mm



”“

Technical Specifications

PowerModule |Socket|

PowerModule |Socket|

Modularly add extra sockets
of your own choice

Super slim design
The socket's thinnest part is just 26mm thick. 

Modular design

Many other modules availabe

Safe and durable

Super lightweight design

Lifetime warranty by the allocacoc designers

The PowerStrip's modular design lets you customize your own 
power supply - just add the modules you prefer!

A remote control module, sensor modules, voice control 
modules and intelligent modules that can be controlled by 
your smartphone"

The plastics used are durable and resistant to high tempera-
tures,  making this a very safe product that will last for many 
years

Its lightweight and compact design makes it easy to mount 
or carry the product

Socket type

No. of outlets

Rated AC

Childproof/Grounded

Power input/output

Material

A＋I/5H
1

Max 10A/250V～
Yes

250V～
Plastic (PP)
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PowerStrip |Modular|

Customizable PowerStrip

ABS
191.5 grams

MAX 15A/125V~MAX 1875W
212 x 49.5 x 26.5 mm

White

Technical Specifications

KUFRDE SU

Voltage

Material
Weight

Dimensions
Color

PowerModule |Socket|



Integrated switch
Not only does the PowerExtension extend your working space 
with a 3m/5m cable, it also allows you to switch the power on 
and off by rotating the power plug.

Compatibility
The PowerExtension is compatible with all our other products, 
allowing you to create a set-up that tailors to your needs.

On/Off indicator
The integrated indicator light allows you to easily check 
whether the PowerExtension is on or off.

PowerExtension 3m PowerExtension 5m
100-250V~; 16A Voltage 100-250V~; 16A

3m Cord Length 5m
1 Sockets 1

Yes CableFix Yes
Yes, with LED indicator ON/OFF switch Yes, with LED indicator

Mystic Magenta Standard colour Mystic Magenta
E, F Available socket types E, F

PowerExtensions

Integrated switch“ ”
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”“
Power two devices simultaneously with the double-sided 
extension cord. No plug blockage. This design allows further 
extension by connecting multiple PowerExtensions together. 

Double-Sided Sockets 

Simply tape your dock onto any smooth surface. Hook the 
PowerExtension to the dock and slide. Suited for reachable 
access to power all your appliances. 

Mount It on Smooth Surface

The PowerExtension’s long cable extends to give you power 
within reach indoor and outdoor. 

Power within Reach

Connect the PowerExtensions together to create your own 
tailored source of power. Surround your yard or room with 
bridging PowerExtensions to power your light decor. Create a 
cozy atmosphere for your home. 

Modular Design

Spring-loaded receptacle cover plates prevent the insertion 
of objects when unequal pressure is applied. Keep your child 
safe with our childproof sockets.

Childproof 

One Extension Cord. 
Two Sockets.

Technical Specifications

No. outlets
Rated AC

Grounded，Childproof

Socket type

Cable length
Cable thickness

PowerEextension DUO

Yes

Type F|Type G|Type B|Type A+I| E 
2
16A/250V~|13A/250V~|15A/250V~|10A/250V~|15A/250V~
5m|5m|5m|5m|3m
3x1.5mm²|3x1.3mm²|3x2.08mm²|3x1.0mm²|3x1.5mm²

front

back

PowerExtension |DUO|



USB charger
The PowerBar|USB| model offers two additional USB ports, 
enabling you to charge two USB-charging devices such as 
smartphones and tablets.

Mounting bracket
Use the mounting bracket to place the PowerBar discreetly 
within reach, such as beneath a desk or table. 

Compact and elegant design

PowerBar PowerBar USB
100-250V~; 2.5A Voltage 100-250V~;2.5A

1.5m Cord Length 1.5m
4 Sockets 2 + 2x USB
- USB Output 2x 5V; 2100mA(10W)

Included with tape Mounting system Included with tape
Boston Red Standard colour Trolley Grey

A, C Available socket types A, C

PowerBars

Slim and sleek“ ”
The PowerBar’s flat design makes it a sleek addition to any 
desk, connecting your ungrounded plugs with an unobtrusive 
solution.
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“ ”
DockingHUB |USB-C|

This hub solves the problem of having insufficient ports on a 
computer with USB-C ports. The USB-C HUB has five different 
ports: HDMI, USB-C, USB-A, USB-C (DC in) and a Micro-SD/TF 
card slot

All you need

The HDMI port supports high definition and 4K/1080p video 
transmission, sound and picture synchronization as well as 
support for 3D video.

HDMI high-definition video interface

The product has two USB-C ports. One of the USB-C ports 
(marked with "DC in") only supports (fast) charging and can 
be directly connected to a charger to charge the comput-
er. The other USB-C port supports data transmission as well as 
charging external devices.

USB-C support for either data
transmission or charging

The TF Reader supports reading or writing on memory cards.
Memory card reader

The USB-A 3.0 port supports high data transmission speeds as 
well as charging of external devices. 

USB-A 3.0 high-speed data transfer

Multi-functional USB-C HUB

Technical Specifications
Size

Weight
indicator Light

Operating temperature
Storage temperature

1 HDMI Port, High-Definition
1 USB-C Port, Transfer Speed

36.5*9.35*124 (mm)
63.6g, packaging included
White LED
-10-45°C (14-113 F)
-20~75°C (-4-167 F)
1080P/4K (3840*2160*30Hz)
5Gbps (Not chargeable)

1 USB-A 3.0 Port, Transfer Speed
1 USB-C Port, Max Power

5Gbps; Single output current: ≤900mA
20V*3A (Power Delivery (PD) charge only）

1 TF/Micro SD Card Port, Max Transfer Speed
USB-C Cable

480Mbps
108mm

Material
Product input

PC
Type-C（Male)

Transfer Speed USB 3.1 Gen 1 (5Gbps)
Chip Type VL102+VL817+PS176

DockingHUB |USB-C|



Data transfer
Besides charging devices, it also allows data transfer. For 
example, you can connect your device to a computer to 

laptop.

CableFix included
Stick the CableFix on any smooth surface like a desk or a wall 
to position the cable neatly. To reposition the cable, remove 
the CableFix, wipe the stickypads with a damp cloth, and 
re-stick it elsewhere.

One cable for all
With the USBcable |3in1|, all you need is one cable to charge 
your devices that have different connectors
(USB-C/Micro-USB/Apple Lightning)

USB Cable 

One for all“ ”

Minimalist design
The minimalist design gives an elegant and modern feel.

No entanglement
likely that the cord will entangle.

    USBcable Basic USBcable |3in1| Power |USBcable|
Rated DC    5V; 2.4A 5V; 2.4A 5V; 2.4A

Cord Length    1.5m 1.5m 0.8m
Available colours    Red, Blue, Grey, White Wyoming White, Allocacoc Teal Wyoming White

- Trolley Grey, Kelly Green,
-    Mystic Magenta

Connectors    USB-C, Mirco-USB, USB-C, Mirco-USB Mini USB, Mirco-USB
   Apple Lighting, USB-C to USB-C and Apple Lightning and Apple Lightning
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Simple design
The CableFix has a simple and modern design that makes it 
visually appealing and easy to use.

Versatile
enabling you to route your cables exactly the way you want 
them.

Adapts to your needs
It is compatible with a range of cable sizes, from Ø4 - 10 mm.

Ease of use
adhesive pad. You can remove the CableFix without leaving 
any trace, and  wipe it with a damp cloth to regain its stickiness. 

Mounting hole
It can also be mounted onto uneven or round surfaces with 
screws or nails. 

CableFix

Cable 
management“ ”

CableFix
TPU Material

3.5g Weight
Ø4-10mm Compatible cable thickness

Tape(included) or Screw Fixing method
Boston Red, Cobalt Blue, Kelly Green

Available coloursLemon Yellow, Trolley Grey, Mystic
Magenta, Orchid Purple, Wyoming White



4 additional USB ports
The ports function for data transfer as well as charging, offering 
a solution to the lack of USB ports on contemporary devices.

Travel and extend
You can use the PowerUSB anywhere you are by switching 
the plug with one of our travel plugs. The worldwide standard 
receptacle (fused for max 6-10A) also allows you to use your 
old IEC cables as an extension cord for the PowerUSB.

Fast charging
It can be plugged directly into a power socket, enabling the 
PowerUSB|Portable| and your connected devices to be 
charged simultaneously and at a faster speed.

No loose cables

no longer entangle. 

Internal battery indicator
A built-in 5,000mAh battery is featured in the PowerUSB 
|Portable| so you can continue charging devices on the go. 
There is also a clear battery indicator to make it easy to know 
how much battery life is remaining. 

Compatibility
It is compatible with all our other products for you to create a 
tailored power solution.

PowerUSB’s

Charge and 
expand“ ”

PowerUSB |HUB| PowerUSB |Portable|
AC 100-250V~; DC 5V Voltage AC 100-250V~; DC 5V

5V 2100mA Power output 5V 2100mA
4x USB; 1x MicroUSB USB outlets 4x USB; 1x MicroUSB

Included; 20cm USB cable Included; 20cm
Charging and Data transfer HUB function Charging and Data transfer

Wyoming White Standard colour Wyoming White
- Battery capacity 5000mAh
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Flat cable design
It is suitable for in-wall installations such as wall-mounted TVs,
where you can easily reach the HMDI-port with minimal 
impact on the signal stability.

Exceptional video and audio experience
Supports 4K ultra-high resolution for high-quality transmission 
of video and muti-channel audio data.

HDMIcable|Flat|

HDMIcable|Flat|
Material TPE

Colour Dark grey
Length 1.5m/ 3m/ 5m

Package Size 145X20X170mm

“ ”ultra-high resolution



“ ”USB type-C
PD Fast charging

CarCharger |SmartUSB-C|& CarCharger |USB-C|

LED indicator
A cool blue LED indicator lights up when the
car charger is plugged in, making it more
convenient to use at night.

Smart and safe charge
Using a self-protection internal chip, it is automatically 
protected from over-heating, electromagnetic interference, 
overcurrent, over-voltage, and short-circuit.

Simple and elegant design
is an elegant addition to your car.

Charge two devices from
CarCharger|SmartUSB-C|
With dual USB ports (Type-A & Type-C) you can always harge 
two devices at the same time.

High power and fast charge
With a faster charging speed, supporting USB Power Delivery, 
you can charge your phones, tablets or laptop in the car 
more quickly!

CarCharger |SmartUSB-C|& CarCharger |USB-C|
Colors Silvery/Black

Input DC 12-24V
USB-A output 2.4A / 5V

Type-C output 3A / 5V
Dimensions 20.6 * 59 mm

Compatibility Support iOS & Android
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CarCharger|Illuminated|
Colour Dark grey

Input 12V - 24V
Output 5V, 2.4Ax2

Maximum current 3.4A

2 illmunated USB ports 
With the 2 USB ports illuminated, you can easily plug your 
devices in the CarCharger, even i n the dark.

3.4A high-powered
High-powered output of 3.4A that charges all your USB-
powered devices, including tablets.

“ ”Car charger with 
USB ports that light up

CarCharger |Illuminated|

3.4A high-powered



“ ”The tangle-free
Flat AUXcable

AUXcable |Flat|

Tangle-free

AUXcable |Flat|
Length 1.5m / 3m
Colors Red, Dark Grey, Blue, White, Green

Material
                            100% copper wire
Cable head : copper nickel plating

Flat and light cable
The cable is designed at just 1.5mm in thickness.

1.5mm 

Compatible
Compatible with any device that features a 3.5mm AUX port. 
It seamlessly transmits audio for the best sound quality.
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Slim and light aluminum PowerBank
At just 125g and only 8mm thick, the PowerBank 
Slim|Aluminum| 5000mAh is so slim and light that you can 
carry it around with ease.

Shake to check battery level
Simply shake the PowerBank to check its battery level.

Charge with Lighting or Micro-USB port
Re-charge your PowerBank and phone with
just one cable, through a Lightning or Micro-USB port.

Color coded light indicator
Find out how much battery is left with a quick glance. Three 
different colors indicate three different battery levels. 

PowerBank Slim|Aluminum|

“ ”Slim and light
aluminum PowerBank

PowerBank Slim|Aluminum|
Material Aluminum

Capacity 5,000mAh OR 10,000mAh
Input Lightning/Micro-USB 5V/2.4A

Output 5V/2.4A

green：66 ~100 % yellow : 33 ~66 % red : 0 ~33 %
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PowerBank |Duo-Wireless|

The PowerBank charges your phone wirelessly, and also 
charges itself wirelessly.

Wireless charging

The PowerBank can be charged with an Apple Lightning cable 
as well as with a USB-C cable.

Duo-charging port

To check the battery level, shake the PowerBank.
Shake to check battery-level

Duo - wireless
charging powerbank

Technical Specifications
Size

Weight

Material

Output (Wireless)

Input (Wireless)

L 150mm x W 73mm x H 15mm

230g

ABS

5W

5W

Output

Input (USB-C)

Input (Lightning)

Battery

DC5V/2.4A (max)

DC5V/2.0A

DC5V/2.0A

3.6V/8000mAh（29.6Wh）

PowerBank |Duo-Wireless|
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WirelessCharger |Aluminum|

WirelessCharger |Aluminum|

Supports QuickCharging (QC)

Super slim  quick
Wireless Charger

The Wireless charger supports QC, what means that you 
can charge your electronics faster than with most other 
chargers.

10W high-power output
The Wireless Charger has an output of either 5, 7.5 or 10 
Watts, automatically adjusting to the most suitable 
setting.

High-grade aluminum body
Its qualitative aluminum body makes it pleasant to the 
touch and gives it a sturdy look. 

Overcharge protection
When the phone is full, it automatically switches to trickle 
charge protection mode, protecting your battery.

A great compatibility
The Wireless charger is compatible with all mobile phones 
equipped with wireless charging. 

Technical Specifications
Input (micro-USB)
Output (wireless)

Charging sensing distance
Product dimensions

Material
Protection

DC 5V/2A, 9V/2A
5W, 7.5W or 10W
≤8mm
ø100mm*6.5mm
Shell: grey aluminum alloy, Charging pad: ABS (silk screen)
Overcurrent protection, Overvoltage protection
Over temperature protection, Over power protection
Undervoltage protection, Short circuit protection
Electromagnetic field protection, Foreign Object Detection
Overcharge protection



 

Material
Weight
Dimensions
Input
Output
Brightness
Light color

Birch wood
500 gram

400x280mm (ellips)
100-240V ~

12V/1A
600 ln (ellips), 400 ln (circle)

Warm white (2700-3000K)

Heng Balance Lamp

“ ”Switching the light
in mid-air

ColorDark wood

Material
Weight
Dimensions
Input
Output
Brightness
Light color

ABS
500 gram

400x280mm (ellips)
100-240V ~

12V/1A
600 ln (ellips), 400 ln (circle)

Warm white (2700-3000K)
ColorBlack, Red, White 

Material
Weight
Dimensions
Input
Output
Brightness
Light color

Birch wood
500 gram

400x280mm (ellips)
100-240V ~

12V/1A
600 ln (ellips), 400 ln (circle)

Warm white (2700-3000K)
ColorLight wood

Versatile
This creative small lamp is suitable for the study, bedroom, etc. 

source of light it is also a piece of art.

In balance
“Heng Balance Lamp” is a series of desk lamps with a twist: 
where most lamps have a standard switch the Heng Balance 
Lamp is controlled by two wooden balls. When you lift the 
lower wooden ball, it will be attracted by the hanging one 
and remain suspended in mid-air, switching on the light.

Design
We adopted a design where the lighting element is 

gentle curve makes it easy to the eye and calming.

Materials
The outside frame of the lamp is made of beech, making it 
natural and warm to the touch. We wanted to let you feel 
close to nature, that is why we selected high quality wood.

Red Dot Award
Li Zanwen won the 2016 Red Dot Award and the Red Dot 
Award Best of the Best with the Heng Lamp. He feels that 
imagination is the secret of a steady stream of inspiration.
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Technical Specifications

LightPillar |Dimmable| Standing

LightPillar |Dimmable| Standing

Fill your room 
with a flood of light

Powerful
The LightPillar |Dimmable| emits a warm light (2700K) that 
reaches up to 2000 lumen thanks to its powerful 25W LED.

Adapts to different scenarios
It is not just a floor lamp! When combined with other 
accessories, it becomes a chandelier, an office lamp, and 
a dining table lamp.

Duo-sided
Unlike most lamps that light up the room from just a single 
point, the LightPillar fills your entire room with light from 
both sides.

Sleek, aluminum frame
Its sleek frame consisting of qualitative aluminum alloy, 
makes the LightPillar a sleek and durable addition to your 
home.

The dimmable function allows you to use it as a soft ambi-
ent light as well as the main light source in a room. Just 
touch the dimming button and the LightPillar will start to 
dim gradually; lift off your finger when it reaches the 
desired level of brightness.

Dimmable

Power
AC input

DC
Lifetime

Lamp bead type
Size

weight
Drop height

Material

40W
110-240V
36V/1A
30,000 hours
LED2835, 2700K
200 x 200 x1310 (mm)  / 7.87 X 7.87 X 51.57 (in)
4kg / 8.8lb
1m
Aluminum Alloy



“ ”
LightDisc |Solar| 

LightDisc |Solar| Technical Specifications

a nightlight
powered by daylight

Solar Energy
Capture the energy of light and store it in the internal 
batteries.

Powerbank 2000mAh
the internal battery can by used to charge your mobile 
phone or other USB devices.

Dimmable 3W LED
The bright 3W light is able to light up your entire room.

Moon-mode
Lights up when the sun goes down and the moon comes 
up.

Re-useable sticky-pad to stick onto your window.

Upto 12-hours light
When the internal battery is fully charged via solar panel or 
USB.

Cable reel
Rol up your USB cable.

Sticky-Pad

Size Ø146xH28
Weight 175g

Material ABS
Battery capacity 2000mAH

Input (USB-C) DC5V/2A
Input(Solar) 5V/0.25A

Output DC5V/2A
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“ ”LightCube Original |SmartHome| 

All SmartHome products can be controlled with the Allocacoc 
Smart app (downloadable from both the Apple and Android 
stores). This app can be used to control several of Allocacoc's 
|SmartHome|products simultaneously from a WiFi or mobile 
network environment.

Remote control your Light
at home from anywhere

Create a custom power-saving plan by using the countdown 
and timing switches within the app.

Create a customized lighting schedule

You can easily share the LightCube with family members and 
friends.

Fast sharing: 
quickly share your LightCube with others

Compatible with smart assistants Alexa, Google Assistant and 
Tmall Genie.

Control by voice assistant and/or app

By connecting the LightCube to your existing light fixture wiring, 
you can control the light with your regular wall switch.

Compatible with wall switch

The LightCube |SmartHome| offers all perks of the LightCube: 
use gesture control to dim it, switch it on or off with the integrat-
ed switch, combine it with our unique stands,…

The versatility of the LightCube

Add multiple devices to a scenario, and execute these scenari-
os with the click of a button. For example: switch the LightCube 
on when it is raining, or when the temperature exceeds a 
certain value. 

Create different scenarios ("if this then that")

Voice and app
controlled smart Lightbulb

Technical Specifications
Fitting type

Rated AC
Light output 

Lifetime
Product dimensions

Light colour
Color temperature

LightCube Original |SmartHome|
E27
200-240V~,; 50/60Hz; 4.6W
450lm
20,000h
64 x 64 x 70 mm (2.52 x 2.52 x 2.75 in)
Warm White
3000K

LightCube Original |SmartHome| 



Multi-functional
ms 

into various household lighting appliances by combining it with 
different lighting stands. Use it for functional use, such as a table 
lamp or a bicycle light, or create an ambience with a nightlight or 
a candle simulator.

Rechargeable
The integrated battery lasts up to 8 hours in default mode and 
is rechargeable within 3 hours using a USB-C cable.

High/Low brightness level
Simply press and hold the button for 2 seconds to switch the 
brightness level according to your preference.

Battery level indicator
The LED indicator blinks when the battery is low. The light stops 
blinking and stays on when fully charged, turning off only 
when the USB-C cable is unplugged from the device.

FlashLight

“ ”More than just

FlashLight |Rechargeable|warm FlashLight |Rechargeable|cool       FlashLight |Bright|cool       FlashLight |Bright|warm

T6 LED chip T6 LED chip LED CREE L2 CREE L2
Yellow White Color of light White Yellow

High:400LM Low:100LM High:400LM Low:100LM Light output High:900LM Low:150LM High:900LM Low:150LM
Black Black Color of shell Cream white Dark gray

8 hours (2400mAh) 8 hours (2400mAh) Battery (non-removable) 8 hours (2400mAh) 8 hours (2400mAh)
3.6V 3.6V Voltage 3.6V 3.6V

Aluminum alloy Aluminum alloy Material Aluminum alloy Aluminum alloy

hold 2s
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FlashLight |DeskLight|

Portable table lamp with 
removeable light source

Carry the light source
The lamp can be removed from the holder and function as 
an independent flashlight thanks to its built-in rechargeable 
2400 mAh lithium battery.

Versatility
Plug in the light source and turn into a night light or table 
lamp. Take the light source and turn it into a flashlight. Since 
it has a built-in battery it also doubles as an emergency light 
when a fire or other emergency occurs.

Stepless dimming
You can adjust to the brightness you want by pressing and 
holding the button for 2 seconds. The FlashLight has a 
qualitative LED-bulb (CREE XM-L2 LED) with a maximal rated 
brightness of up to 600 lumen. (for reference: a typical 
LED-headlamp has an output of 100-200 lumen).

USB-C power supply, 
Console light switch via USB-C
Thanks to its USB-C port you can quickly  recharge it without   
replacing the battery. It will shine for up to two hours at its 
brightest setting, and up to 72 at its most dim one when not  
connected to a power supply.

FlashLight |DeskLight|^cool
L225.7mm x W203.2mm x H461mm
1062g (Without Flashlight)
Aluminum
USBcable USB-C Basic, Red, 1.5m
FlashLight |NightLight Recharge|

Technical Specifications
Dimensions of the frame

Weight
Material

Accessory 1
Accessory 2

L225.7mm x W203.2mm x H461mm
1062g (Without Flashlight)
Aluminum
USBcable USB-C Basic, Grey, 1.5m
FlashLight |NightLight Recharge|

FlashLight |DeskLight|^warm

hold 2s
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LightStrip|Touch| Desk

The LightStrip Touch has a unique way of controlling your light: 
slide along the top with your finger to illuminate more LEDs. This 
is a very natural feeling to adjust the light.

Touch & swipe controls 
to dim the light or extend the light strip

The joint allows for more flexibility: you can freely adjust the 
angle of the lamp stand to optimally light your working area. 
You can also adjust the direction of the beam, what enables 
you to use indirect light to create a warmer atmosphere.

Freer, adjustable light angles 
with a flexible and modular stand

When you swipe the touch bar you can slide it until all the LEDs 
are lit and transform it into a desk lamp. Other varieties are also 
possibe: when you fully erect the lamp body and reduce the 
brightness it can be used as an ambient light column.

Transform it into an ambient light pillar

Extend the LightStrip with up to 2 extra LightStrips to create an 
extended desktop light or a unique hanging light.

Modular design 

The light strips can either be used standalone or combined, and 
can be expanded to a maximum of three modules. With 
different brackets they can be turned into wall lights, table 
lamps, bedside lamps, floor lamps or even chandeliers.

The LightStrip is compatible 
with various modular fixtures and stands

The aluminum alloy body feels sturdy and light, while providing 
a qualitative look.

High-grade aluminum body

Control your light
with touch & swipe

Technical Specifications
Lamp power

DC drive output
USB
Life

Luminous flux

Lamp type

8W
12V/36W
5v, 2A
50,000 hours
80lm/W

Color rendering index CRI 80
LED2835, 2700K

Material aluminum alloy

LightStrip|Touch| Desk^Warm
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100-250V~; 5W
1.5m&3m 
450lm
20,000 hrs.
Warm/Cold White

A, C, G, I
64 x 64 x 42mm

LightCube Extended

Gesture-Controlled LED Light Bulb 
with Built-in Dimming Capability

Press,switch to gesture mode

Voltage
Cord Length

Luminous Flux
Lifetime

Light Color
Dimensions

Available socket types

You don’t need to hook the LightCube to any dimmer 
switch to use the dimming function. Simply wave your 
hand in front of the LightCube to turn it On/Off. To adjust 
the brightness, hold your hand in front of LightCube.

Gesture Control, No Extra Fixture Needed

The LightCube features a mounting groove that easily 
inserts, twists, and locks into your lamps lighting fixture. 
This unique feature keeps your light bulb safely intact 
and ready-to-use for your everyday lighting. 

Built-in Mounting Groove

Hold your hand in front of the LightCube until it gets to 
desired brightness. It will remember and maintain the 
brightness you have set until the next time you adjust it.

Dimmable

If you wish to manually turn On/Off the LightCube, press 
the black button twice on the LightCube to switch from 
gesture control to manual control. Press and hold the 
black button to adjust the brightness in manual control.

Manual Control

LightCube |Extended|

You do not need a light cord to plug in the light bulb. This 
LightCube comes with a durable, rubber power cable 
that provides extended reach.

Two in One
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Lightcube |Original|

Gesture-Controlled LED Light Bulb 
with Built-in Dimming Capability

Press,switch to gesture mode

Voltage
Cord Length

Luminous Flux
Lifetime

Light Color

100-250V~; 5W 
No cord; Direct wall plug
450lm
20,000 hrs.
Warm/Cold White

Dimensions
Available socket types

64 x 64 x 57.6mm
A, C, G, I

Lightcube |Original|

You don’t need to hook the LightCube to any dimmer 
switch to use the dimming function. Simply wave your 
hand in front of the LightCube to turn it On/Off. To adjust 
the brightness, hold your hand in front of LightCube.

Gesture Control, No Extra Fixture Needed

The LightCube features a mounting groove that easily 
inserts, twists, and locks into your lamps lighting fixture. 
This unique feature keeps your light bulb safely intact 
and ready-to-use for your everyday lighting. 

Built-in Mounting Groove

Hold your hand in front of the LightCube until it gets to 
desired brightness. It will remember and maintain the 
brightness you have set until the next time you adjust it.

Dimmable

If you wish to manually turn On/Off the LightCube, press 
the black button twice on the LightCube to switch from 
gesture control to manual control. Press and hold the 
black button to adjust the brightness in manual control.

Manual Control

Unlike traditional light bulbs, the LightCube |Original| 
comes with a plug that can be connected to a power 
outlet without the need of lighting fixture. Anything is 
possible with this one of a kind, gesture-controlled 
LightCube. �

A Light Bulb With A Plug
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Press,switch to gesture mode

Voltage
Cord Length

Luminous Flux
Lifetime

Light Color
Dimensions

Available socket types

You don’t need to hook the LightCube to any dimmer 
switch to use the dimming function. Simply wave your 
hand in front of the LightCube to turn it On/Off. To adjust 
the brightness, hold your hand in front of LightCube.

Gesture Control, No Extra Fixture Needed

The LightCube features a mounting groove that easily 
inserts, twists, and locks into your lamps lighting fixture. 
This unique feature keeps your light bulb safely intact 
and ready-to-use for your everyday lighting. 

Built-in Mounting Groove

Hold your hand in front of the LightCube until it gets to 
desired brightness. It will remember and maintain the 
brightness you have set until the next time you adjust it.

Dimmable

If you wish to manually turn On/Off the LightCube, press 
the black button twice on the LightCube to switch from 
gesture control to manual control. Press and hold the 
black button to adjust the brightness in manual control.

Manual Control

LightCube Original |Portable|

A lightbulb with gesture control 
and built-in battery

This version of the LightCube has a built-in battery of 
2400 mAh, allowing for continuous lighting for up to 8 
hours. So, when you need to find something in your 
closet at night, when you have a sudden blackout at 
home or have dinner in your garden you are not bound 
to any wall socket or cable.

Portable

100-250V~; 5W

450lm
20,000 hrs.
Warm White

A, C, G, I
64 x 64 x 58mm

LightCube Extended Portable

No cord; Direct wall plug
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LightShade |Envelope|

Plugin Wall Light

Lightshade Envelope is a lampshade used together with 
LightCube Original Remote. The wireless Remote switch 
can control the LightCube.

Remote Controlled

A Remote switch is able to pair with one or more 
LightCubes.

Different directions of light can be made by assembling 
Envelope and LightCube in different ways.

Align the opening of the LightShade |Envelope| with 
the grooves on the sides of the LightCube. Then, smooth-
ly push LightCube into LightShade to fixate and 
complete the assembly.

Modular Pairing

Adjustable direction of Light

How to assemble

Technical Specifications LightShade Extended |Envelope|

Dimensions
Material

Fitting type
Voltage

Lumen
Lighting Time

Color temperature

170(L)*131(W)*103(H) (mm)
ABS
E27
200-240V~; 50/60Hz; 4.6W
450lm
20,000h
2700K (Warm White)

 Color Dark and Golden
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Technical Specifications

LightShade Extended |Envelope|

LightShade Extended |Envelope|

Easy to mount wall light

Hang it against a wall

Place it on a desk or bedside table
Place the LightShade on your desktop with either the 
LightCube |Extended| or LightCube |Original|E27 to 
create a tabletop lamp.

Flexible pairing
A Remote can control one or more LightCubes, and one 
LightCube can be controlled by several Remotes at 
once.

Remote controlled and dimmable
The LightShade can be paired with the LightCube 
Original |Remote|E27 for wireless remote control and 
stepless dimming.

Directional lighting
The lightshade can be mounted in multiple directions to 
produce different lighting effects. 

Combine the LightShade with the LightCube Original 
|Remote| E27 and mount it against a wall to create a 
light source.

Dimensions
Material

Fitting type
High Voltage Version

Lumen
Lighting Time

Color temperature
E27 Cable (incl. plug)

Cable Length

170(L)*131(W)*103(H) (mm)
ABS
E27
200-240V~; 50/60Hz; 4.6W
450lm
20,000h
2700K (Warm White)
1 pc
3m



Bass
functions as an on/off switch. 

No external adapter required
The integrated power circuit in the audioCube means that no 
bulky external power adapters are needed, making it easy to 
place and charge anywhere. 

Internal battery
The audioCube|Portable| has an internal battery life that 
lasts up to 12 hours, longer than any other similar-sized portable 
wireless speaker. 

A surround sound experience
The audioCube’s omnidirectional speakers create a unique 
360º audio experience whereby the sound interacts with its 
environment.  

audioCube audioCube |Portable|
100-250V~ Voltage 100-250V~

1.5m Cord Length 1.5m
4 + bass (30W) Speakers (W) 4 + bass (30W)

Yes Splashproof Yes
Bluetooth 4.0 & 3.5mm Jack Connection Bluetooth 4.0 & 3.5mm Jack

Light Black Standard colour White or Wood Edition
- Battery Yes, up to 12h

audioCubes

A surround sound
experience“ ”

Controls
You can connect your device to the audioCube through 
Bluetooth or an audio jack. The buttons (pause/play, volume, 
previous/next track, and pairing) are controlled by a single 
press.

30W
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audioCube|Modular|

 

surround sound system“ ”
Simple pairing with one press of a button. Set one of the 
audioCubes as “Host” by connecting it to your phone or 

number of audioCubes sync to the “Host”. No app or internet 
connection needed.

360°  sound experience 
Each audioCube provides a true 360°  sound experience with 

bass.

Surround sound
Simply connect your device via Bluetooth to the “Host” up to 
10m away. All other “Guest” audioCubes can be linked from 
up to 30m away. Put them in different places to create the 
ultimate surround sound.

Multi-layered sound experience
For a personalized audio experience, the “Host” audioCube 
can be paired with other allocacoc audio modules such as 
the bass, tweeter, or loudspeaker modules to create a multi-
layered sound effect, according to your preference.

Portable
The internal battery lasts for at least 12 hours and is rechargeable 
with an IEC cable. No external adapter is required.

 audioCube|Modular|   audioCube Portable|Modular|
IEC 60320 C14    Power connector IEC 60320 C14

100V-240V/50-60Hz   Power input 100V-240V/50-60Hz
40W    Power output 40W

90dB SNR 90dB
-    Battery charging time 3h

1m    Charging cable lenght 1m
Bluetooth and Radiofrequency    Signal Bluetooth and Radiofrequency

Bluetooth: 10m, Radiofrequency: 45m    Range Bluetooth: 10m, Radiofrequency: 30m

Replica Master Replica

10m 30m

Master Replica



Magnetic
The embedded magnets on the cover provide easy access 
and protection of your valuable content inside the Notebook. 

Flexibility
Exchange, re-arrange and distribute your notes by adding 
and removing pages when needed.

The standard sizing of the NoteBook
You do not need to go to the store to buy special paper.
Standard paper can be found everywhere to create
the NoteBook of your choice.

Customizable templates
A free set of various templates (A4/US Letter) are included in 
the NoteBook. If you need more, you can simply download 
the templates you need on our website. Print them out, and
add them to your NoteBook!

User-friendliness 
Suitable for both left-handed and right-handed users. Makes 
notes anywhere, standing, laying down or while travelling.

NoteBook |Modular|

“ ”Never walk around with
 unwanted notes. 

Never be out of pages.

 NoteBook |Modular|

Polyester Material
Magnets Fixing method

Dark Grey, Brown, White , Orange Available colours inside
Dark Grey, Black, Light Grey, Red Available colours outside
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“ ”Never walk around
with unwanted notes

and never be out of pages 

ModularNotebook |Folder|mini

Customizable templates
A free set of varies templates are included in the NoteBook. 
If you need more, you can simply download the templates you 
need on our website. Print them out, and add them to your 
Notebook!

Magnetic surface
The magnets are embedded into the Notebook cover, to store
and protect your valuable contents and papers. 

Endlessly reuseable 
You will be able to keep all your important notes, eliminate 
the ones you don’t need anymore and add new ones 
whenever you want. A NoteBook for a lifetime!

Compatible with standard paper
You don’t need to go to the store to buy special paper. 
Standard paper can be found everywhere to create 
the NoteBook of your choice.

ModularNotebook |Folder|mini
Weight Notebook+paper:0.370kg/0.82lb

Notebook: 0.212kg/0.46lb
Dimension(unfolded) L105*W51*H86(cm)

L41*W20*H34(in)
Fold size L231*W177*H17.5(cm)

L9.1*W6.9*H0.68(in)
Colour Dark grey , Dark browny , Dark blue , Light pink , Brown
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ModularNotebook |e-ink|

With one press of the button, you erase all contents. 
Press to Erase All Notes

Make a little mistake? You can press and hold the button to 
edit partial contents. 

Press and Hold to Edit Notes

The writing notepad has built-in magnets that allow you to 
stick this onto any magnetic objects, such as a fridge. The 
notebook is ingrained with magnets to keep the tablet and 
paper securely intact. 

Built-In Magnet & Stylus Dock

The ModularNotebook is embedded with magnets that 
securely store all of your important papers. Keep your notes 
safe.

A Notebook with Magnetic Clips

Refill the ModularNotebook with standard paper or down-
loadable paper Templates from our official website.

Compatible with Standard Paper

Use it as a notebook, journal, diary, message board, sketch-
book, recipe holder, and more. Take it with you for a work 
meeting, college class, or art studio. It is portable and easy 
to carry around whenever you need it, wherever you go. 

Functional for All Occasions

Technical Specifications
Dimension(unfolded)

Fold size

Weight

Contains

PowerCube Original SmartHome
L271*W459*H3.9(mm)
L10.6*W18*H0.15(in)
L271*W181*H17.5(mm)
L10.6*W7.1*H0.68(in)
Notebook+paper+e-ink:0.454kg/1lb
Notebook：0.212kg/0.46lb
1. E-ink Wirting Notepad
2. Paper(A5）(Weekly schedule table 10, striped paper 50) 
3. Paper Clips (6) (3 black and white)

Refillable Notebook with 
E-ink Writing Notepad
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Technical Specifications

AirCube |Smoke Detector|

AirCube |Smoke Detector|

Compact Smoke Detector
with 10-Year Battery 

Incredibly Compact
The AirCube offers reliable detection in a sleek, 
ultra-compact design. Its space-saving design makes 
the AirCube installation process easier and can easily 
fit into tight areas.

10-Year Battery
The 10-year lithium battery offers continuous power for 
the life of the alarm. The alarm works anywhere and 
continues to work even if there is a power outage.

Big Test/Silence Button for Easy Operation
The big button is made for easy access to reach and 
use. The dual-purpose button quickly silences your 
alarm and can test its function.

Twist-Lock Mounting System
Easy to install it on a wall or ceiling. Mount the bracket 
to a flat surface. Just twist and lock the detector to the 
bracket.

Power Source
Sensor Type
Alarm Type

Audio Alarm
Product Dimensions

Housing material
Color

Weight

3V lithium battery (EVE, CR123A)
Photoelectric
Smoke
≥85dB (3 meters)
50 × 50 × 50mm
ABS
White
50g
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Varied, but also natural
People are constantly aware of the time in  large  part due 
to the position of the sun and how bright it is outside, which 
is like an innate ability.  The  Dusk clock changing  color 
follows  this same principle.  As  it grows darker outside,  so 
does the clock face. 

Frame the sky 

A minimalist design
The clock uses a concise design  language;  we got rid of 
any unnecessary elements.  In this way the clock looks  
simple and balanced.  Its clean, monochromatic aesthetics  
are soothing and easy on the eyes  while the hands cast  a 
shadow on the clock face complimenting the ambient 
light.

Concise, but rich in variation
The Dusk’s minimalist design hides a sophisticated mecha-
nism that  allows  the whole  clock  face to change  its  
shade from transparent  to  opaque,  representing  the  
color  of   the  sky. Throughout the day the Dusk will loop from 
dark to transparent and dark again as the sun rises, reaches 
its highest point and sets again. 

Find joy in natural variation
The clock face color is consistent with the changes  in the 
sky, which makes  the clock more interesting and natural.  
People can also feel  the  time via  the  “sky brightness”  in  
the  room, which is particularly useful in windowless rooms. 

Beauty comes from harmony
Beauty is linked to harmony; this is the logic behind this 
design. By  getting   rid   of  any  unimportant   elements  the  
clock  is reduced  to  its  basic  form.  And   being  consistent  
with  the changes of the sky makes the variation more 
natural.

NOONDUSK NIGHT

DUSK Clock

Weight
Technical Specifications

Dimensions

450 grams

Material
Color

case : 150mm; Clock : diameter 300 mm

From gray to black
Polarized acrylic

DUSK

Battery 1 AA battery

Mute jumping second movementMovement

Craft High precision laser cutting
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Simply a bike

Simple design and sturdy frame
The CityBike |Basic| has a simple and sturdy solid geometric 
design, with a distinctive frame consisting of one main bar. 
This simple shape ensures easy maintenance and a carefree 
bicycle, while the diagonal bar improves the sturdiness of the 
frame.

Theft-proof
Every loose part poses a risk for theft, which is why we
 integrated the bell into the bike to prevent theft.

Integrated brakes
Powerful drum brakes are integrated at the rear and front of 
the bike.

Adjustable seat
With the simple handle, you can easily adjust the seat to your 
height, ensuring that you have the optimal pedaling position.

CityBike|Basic|

“ ”

CityBike|Basic|
Material Iron

Wheel Size 24 inch
Colors White, Silver, Dark gray, Blue,

Green, Orange



Foldable, light and compact
At just 11kg, its lightness together with its compact size makes 
it a breeze to fold and pull along. Perfect for situations where 
bikes are not allowed, such as on the train, bus or walking 
down the shopping street. When you need to bike again, 
simply unfold it and voilà!

Control your speed
The display shows the real-time speed in km per hour. Choose 
between 3 levels of speed, level 1 being the lowest speed. You 
can ride up to the preset maximum speed of the selected level.

Let it stand anywhere
A uniquely designed kickstand with wheels lets the folded 
bike not only stand by itself but also be pulled along. When 
unfolded, simply use the integrated side kickstand.

Lightweight and simple design
Every part of the bike is designed with simplicity in mind. 
Its rear wheel brakes are hidden, kickstands are cleverly 
integrated into the bike design.

“ ”The most compact
foldable eScooter

eScooter |Foldable|

Increase speed

Decrease speed
Power on/off button

eScooter |Foldable|
Colors Grey/Black

Charger plug types EU/US/UK/AU
weight 11kg

Size (unfolded) 105 x 50 x 86cm
Size (folded) 34 x 50 x 107cm

Voltage 36v 7.2AH 100v-240v
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”“
ElectricBike |Basic|

The bike is designed for simplicity.
Minimalistic design

Choose between full-power electric, pedal-assist electric or 
zero-power, easily switching between the three.

Three riding modes 

The battery is safely locked on the back of the bike. This can 
be removed and replaced by an extra battery while the 
other is being recharged. 

Modular anti-theft battery

Reduce the braking distance by using front wheel disc brakes.
Braking distance reduced

The bike frame comes in light-weight aluminum or steel and 
in silver or dark grey. You also have options to equip your 
bike with a special belt-chain and airless tires.

Choose your model

Simple and easy to ride

Technical Specifications
Battery life (full power mode)

Battery life (power-assist mode)
Max speed

Brake modes
Weight

Frame material

ElectricBike |Basic|

Charging time
Wheel size
Max load

Battery type
Dimension

Battery specs
Gear

Voltage
Wheel hub motor

Battery life
Controller

Recharge cycle
Starting mode

Battery warranty

30km
50-60km
25km/h
front disc brake、rear expansion brake
23kg
aluminum or steel
6h
26*1.75
100kg
18650 Li-ion battery
L1730* W650* H1040(mm)
36V/ 8.8Ah
single speed
110v-240v
250w DC brushless motor
5 Years
Double mode brushless controller
≥1000 times
pedal the bike/rotate handle to the right
2 year



”“
ElectricBike |Carrier|

Secure the bike's bag on the mid-frame and carry all your 
items safely during your bike ride! 

Mid-frame storage space

Choose between full-power electric, pedal-assist electric or 
zero-power, easily switching between the three. 

Three riding modes 

The battery is safely locked on the back of the bike. This can 
be removed and replaced by an extra battery while the 
other is being recharged. 

Modular anti-theft battery

Reduce the braking distance by using front wheel disc 
brakes.

Braking distance reduced

Electric bike with 
optimized storage space 

Technical Specifications
Battery life (full power mode)

Battery life (power-assist mode)
Max speed

Brake modes
Weight

Frame material
Charging time

Wheel size
Max load

Battery type 
Dimension

Battery specs
L1730* W650* H1040(mm)
36V/ 8.8Ah

ElectricBike |Carrier|
30km
50-60km
25km/h
front disc brake、rear expansion brake
23kg
aluminum or steel
6h
26*1.75
100kg
18650 Li-ion battery
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”“ Fold Out from a Purse
to a Backpack

FoldBag |Laptop|

FoldBag |Laptop|

Size

Colors

Material

43cm x 30cm x 9cm
(big enough for 15inch laptop)

Brown, Dark Grey, Beige, Black

PU

 

With the integrated keeper loop system, you can adjust 
the strap. Simply, flip, fold and adjust the strap to increase 
or decrease bag capacity to your needs. You can easily 
switch your bag to a laptop bag, purse, shopping bag, 
and tote. Its modern clean cut body is suitable for every-
day style.

Flip and fold, 
convert it from a purse to a laptop bag

Foldbag’s simple, yet stylish appeal is a perfect fit for 
business, work, college, fun, and travel. It is convenient to 
carry and easily adapts to your needs.

A Stylish Women Laptop Bag

Foldbag has 1 large, laptop compartment that can store 
your laptop, notebook, groceries, books, or clothes. Its 
main compartment provides space to store and organize 
your daily essentials. And there is a front flap over a 
hidden zipper pocket for added storage. opening is at 
the bottom, making it even more difficult for pickpockets 
to reach.

Multiple Compartments for Different Needs

Each zipper is intelligently designed to hide each 
compartment out of plain sight so that you can keep your 
money, values, and essentials safe.

Hidden Zippers to Secure Your Belongings



”“

Technical Specifications

StretchBelt

StretchBelt

The flexible belt
for optimal fit

Comfort fit
The integrated elastic band stretches to adjust to your 
body shape throughout the day as you sit, stand, and 
walk. 

Easy to adjust
Adjust the belt with ease and convenience through the 
tracking system.

Two styles
Switch between the 2 buckles to suit all occasions.

Also a bottle opener
Not only is it a belt, but the buckles can also open bottles! 

Belt Color

Belt buckle style

length

width

brown/Blue/black/gray

frame/plate

125cm

3.2cm
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“ ”World’s lightest 
earphones

for best comfort

Weight 2.3g
Plug 3.5mm AUX

Material Silicon/ABS
Available colors Green, Red, Grey, Brown, Purple

Dimensions 9.6 *19.2mm
Cable length 1.2m

Small and light-weight
EarBeans are the smallest and lightest earphones in the 

you’re wearing them.
earBeans others

L

Crisp and clear sound
EarBeans have built-in micro-speakers commonly used in the 
hearing aid industry, delivering astonishing acoustic sound.

No left or right
There are no left or right sides to the earBeans. Just place them 
on and be on your way!

L R

Sound optimization through in-ear wearing styles
By putting the earBeans in your ears in different ways, 
you create multiple sound environments.

for your ears.

Superior comfort
EarBean’s crafted contour with silicone material offers a 
pleasing user experience, giving the best comfort.

earBeans|Bass|

earBeans|Bass|



“ ”
MagnetOrganizer |ModularStand|

Vertical storage saves your precious table space and 
keeps your desk clean.

Go upwards

We offer several magnetic stickers that can be sticked to 
the containers, allowing them to be mounted. 

With the MagnetSticker 
you can make everything magnetic

There is a wide variety of storage modules, like a 
mini-aquarium, cosmetics module, kitchenware module, 
etc. 

Many options

You can place the items anywhere on the pillar's surface, 
so you can always create the set-up you prefer. 

Unleash your creativity

a tabletop modular
magnetic storage rack

Technical Specifications
Total weight

MagnetOrganizer |ModularStand|
1424g
Module 1/Module 2/Module 3/Metal stand

Size L:225mm; W:50mm; H:30mm/L:165mm; W:50mm; H:65mm
L:170mm; W:50mm; H:115mm/L: 155mm; W:220mm; H550mm

Weight 56.5g/115g/167g/1086g
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“ ”

Technical Specifications

Module House

Module House（28m²  Basic- 3 Level）

Optimal use of 3x floor space
with just one modular house

Elecating living space
By elevating the modular house, the rooms no longer 
need to stand the heavy rain and humidity. And by 
getting on the roof you can enjoy astonishing view of 
the surrounding.

Modular
The house is modular by connecting multiple units next 
to each other to create a larger house

Convenient packing
Flat-packed and shipped 6 units per 40ft container

Multi functional with 3 lever space
Floor 1, an open sheltered space for parking, storage 
or cooking；
Floor 2, a living space, with optional bathroom and/or 
kitchen；
Floor 3, a rooftop for leisure activities

Size
Maximum Load
Electrical wired

Wind proof
Shock resistance

Frame material
Wall material

4.8m*5.8m*5.8m
1 ton
Yes
Level 8~10
Level 6~7
Steel
EPS Panel



“ ”
PadLock FingerPrint

Unlock with a touch

Chain
a solid metal chain included to lock your bike.

Padlock
A fingerprint-enabled padlock to lock your bike, door, 
cabinet, etc.

Fingerprint
Lock and unlock with your fingerprint. No need for a key 
nor to remember a PIN code.

USB-charged
USB-C rechargeable battery. The battery recharges within 
30min.

Battery life
Long battery life of approx. 6 months. When the battery 
charge gets low a red light will flash.

Emergency-charge with your mobile
When the charge is too low you can quickly recharge the 
lock by using a a USB-C to USB-C cable to connect it with 
your phone.

Waterproof
The lock is all weather and splash water proof.

Multiple users
You can add up to 30 users.

Anti-theft
The unique design prevents cutting the lock.

Sturdy material
A sturdy Zinc-alloy body provides an extra safeguard against 
breaking the lock.

PadLock FingerPrint
Size L 90mm x W 44mm x H 18mm

Weight 175g
Material Zinc alloy, powder coated metallurgic stainless steel

Battery capacity 80mAH
Input (USB-C) DC5V/2.0A

Battery 3.6V/80mAh (0.3Wh)

Technical Specifications
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”“
FlipGrill|BBQ|

The bottom of the FlipGrill is insulated, so that you can place it 
on any table without damaging it.

Desktop barbecue

The FlipGrill allows you to flip over anything you cook within a 
single gesture: no risk for spills caused by a clumsy flipping 
move! All handles are also insulated with wood to prevent 
burns. 

FlipGrill included

The included pans give you the opportunity to bring more 
variation into your cooking: also eggs or a paella are possible! 
Two pans are included: one with a flat bottom and one with a 
patterned bottom. 

Cooking pans

The top is made of strong bamboo, allowing you to also use it 
as a chopping board to cut your meat or veggies.

Integrated chopping board

Its integrated handle allows you to carry the FlipGrill to your next 
grilling location: just put all pans and grills inside, pop on the lid 
and off you go!

Easy to carry

Flip your food at once

Technical Specifications
Size

Weight
Material

FlipGrill|BBQ|
L610mm*W210mm*H99mm
4.1Kg (9lbs)
stainless iron, stainless steel(Surface plating)



Cools down and keeps 
your drink very cold

until the last sip

Keeping cooling
Keeps your drink continuesly cold between 0~-5ºC  (32~23ºF)

The scope of use 
Compatible to cool beverage cans or beer bottles.
(add a little water)

Rapidly cooling up
Surface plate temperature instantly cooled below -18ºC (-0.4ºF)
within 1 minute

Cupcooler

“ ”

Dark grey White
36W Product power 36W

DC12V Voltage DC12V
3A Electricity 3A

Technical Specifications
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”“
FidgetPen|Magnet|

Twist, Bounce, pop pop... playing with a pen can build concen-
tration. Remove the ring, turn it upside down, break it apart,… 
there are many ways to play! By flipping the magnetic rings you 
can either have the cap attract or repel to its base, allowing for 
different ways to fidget.

Fidgeting with magnets builds concentration

Use the rings to prop your pen upright!  No more losing your pen 
in between your notebook pages...  

Stands vertically

Easily replace the ink cartridge of your pen. The pen's strong 
material adds durability, guaranteeing a long lifetime. 

Refillable

The erasable ink version allows you to undo any mistakes - just 
use the silicon cap to erase!

Erasable ink

The playful pen for 
stress-relief and concentration 

Technical Specifications

Weight

Dimensions

Refill

18.4g/0.64 oz

L: 150mm (5.9in)    ø: 11mm (0.43in)

Ball-pen: L:98.5mm (3.87in),metal

Erasable pen: L:110mm (4.4in),plastic

Gel pen: 99 mm(3.89in),plastic

Wireless Charger |Aluminum|



“ ”
miniWallet

Elastic band for extra expansion
It doesn’t matter how many cards and coins you add in the 
wallet, the elastic band will keep the wallet firmly closed.

Elastic band for extra expansion

Pull out your card with one simple pull on the strap. Place the 
card back in, and fold the strap over the card, securing it with 
its integrated magnet.

Pull strap for easy card access

Keep your cards secure in the insulated card-storage compart-
ment, so that no one can steal your data wirelessly.

RFID theft-protection

The flat and compact wallet 
that expands

Technical Specifications
Weight

Dimensions

Fold size

Color

40g / 0.09lb
L190*W96*H1(mm)
L7.5*W3.8*H0.04(in)
L70*W91*H10(mm)
L2.7*W3.5*H0.4(in)
Dark Grey , Brown
Dark Purple ,  Dark Yellow
Dark Red , Dark Red

miniWallet
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”“
USBstick |Fingerprint|

This dual-port flash drive allows you to plug into any USB-C and 
USB-A port.

Dual-USB Connectors: USB-C and USB-A

The data is secured on the USBStick with fingerprint recognition. 
Tap on the fingerprint sensor to access the data.

Fingerprint Encryption

Use any powered devices to setup fingerprint recognition, such 
as MacBook, PC, Android Phones, and more. Compared to 
traditional flash drives, the USBStick is compatible with both 
USB-A and USB-C ports. 

Compatible with Phones and Computers

Easily set up fingerprints on USBStick without any management 
software. 

Simplified Fingerprint Setup without Software

Conveniently back up or transfer data between a computer 
and mobile device. You do not need a USB adapter anymore. 

Ultra-Convenient Data Transfer and Backup

Up to 10 users can register their fingerprints and manage data 
on the USBStick.

Accessible to Multiple Users

This sleek and slim USBstick made with high-quality zinc alloy for 
added durability. You can count on reliable performance from 
the USBStick to keep your data safe.

Durable Aluminum Casing

Fingerprint Encrypted
Flash Drive 

Technical Specifications
Size

Weight
Material

USBstick |Fingerprint|
75L*19W*8H
175g
Zinc alloy

USB-A

USB-C

Lighting

press 6 times



”“
WeightScale|BodyFat|

Since the product has an integrated handle it is easy to 
carry.

Easy to carry around
with the integrated handle

The WeightScale uses a rechargeable polymer battery 
instead of the throw-away batteries used in most other 
scales. This protects the environment as well as being 
easier to charge.  

USB-C rechargeable battery 
for a better environmental awareness

Thanks to its unique constructional design, this product 
weighs in at just 1.17kg.

Lightweight and thin design

You can measure your weight or body fat without the 
need for an app or a Bluetooth or WiFi-connection, 
making the scale accessible to anyone and ready to 
go!

Easy setup without app Bluetooth or WiFi

Shows your 
body fat percentage

Technical Specifications
Size

Weight
Material

Battery capacity
Input (USB-C)

Battery

L380mm*W180mm
1.1Kg
ABS
800mAH
DC5V/1.5A
3.6V/800mAh (0.3Wh)

WeightScale|BodyFat|

APP
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”“
ScrewDriver |Electric Recharge|

High-capacity battery
 (50 min of continuous use)

High-grade aluminum body

Exchangeable magnetic screw bits 

6 and 4mm screwbits

Can be placed upright

High-torque power

Technical Specifications
Torque

Voltage
Battery cells

RPM
Charging time

Battery capacity

ScrewDriver |Electric Recharge|

USB-rechargeable

Bits set 25mm screw bits

Product dimensions

1.5 N/m
DC 3.6V
18650- Li-ion battery
150r/min
1.5hrs
1500 mAh (run time: 50 min)
Slotted: 3mm/5mm/6mm. Philips:
PH0/PH1/PH2/PH3. Six-sided T10/T15/T20/T25
Precision screw bits:
Slotted 1.5mm/2.0mm/2.5mm. 
Philips: PH000/PH00/PH0. Six-sided: T6/T8
Connecting rod: 6mm-4mm
 36*36*158mm



”“ World's first
invisible laptop stand

MOFT laptop stand

It's very easy for you to use MOFT stand and only takes One 
Second to open and close it. so you won't have a frustration of 
spending much time on packing and unpacking the device. 
Plus, MOFT is always with the Laptop, so you have the same 
mobility you are used to.

Weighing a mere 2.3 oz. and only 1/9” thick, you just might 
forget you’re carrying MOFT around with you. And for the 
benefits MOFT stand provides as a mobile workstation, its small 
measurements are that much more impressive!

MOFT stand is constructed with unique PU and fiber glass 
material, meaning it’s as strong and stable as other bulkier 
stands at a fraction of the size! It can hold up more than 18 lbs.

MOFT stand is equipped with two elevation adjustments, 
making it easy to find the ideal height and comfort. The high-lift-
ing mode significantly optimizes on your sitting posture, apply-
ing a 3 inches elevation to your computer screen. The low-lifting 
mode soothes your wrist when typing and can be perfectly 
adoptive to standing desks.

MOFT laptop stand

Ridiculous easy to set up

Light as a pen, slim as a coin

Hold more than 18 lbs,fits up to a 15.6" laptop

Dual-angle adjustment, healthy posture

W170 x L224MM
65.7g/2.3oz
3.04mm
PU,Fiber Glass,Removable glue

Technical Specifications
Dimensions

Weight
Thickness

Material
Color Gray

Designers
Mobile Office for Travelers, is a brand dedicated to creative 
inventions that boost your productivity! Our formula is simple: 
Smart products = Increased efficiency.
Whether you are a traveler, entrepreneur or a remote worker, 
our products are designed with love and provide the highest 
level of comfort making your hectic schedule productive and 
efficient!
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”“
aromaDiffuser |Portable|

The aromaDiffuser has a built-in fan, what means that it will 
actively spread aroma's throughout a space of up to 50 square 
meters (540 sq. ft.). This is much more efficient than convention-
al aroma diffusers, which are only effective within their immedi-
ate vicinity.

Actively spreads aromas

After a quick charge of just 3 hours you can use the portable 
aromaDiffuser |Portable| continuously for 4-5 hours, carry 
around, feel full of fragrance at any time.   

Portable and compact

There is a two daytime modes (soft and strong) and a night 
mode to adapt to different scenarios and preferences.

Three different modes

Besides providing a pleasant ambience, the 360 degree light 
ring will also indicate the status of the aromaDisfuser and what 
mode it is in.

Light ring

Technical Specifications
Size

Capacity
Input voltage

Current
Power

Material
Indicator light

White indicator light
Blue indicator light

Yellow indicator light
Connector

USB cable Length
Colour

aromaDiffuser |Portable|
D=100 h=35(mm)  D=3.93 h=1.38(in)  
1 capsules
DC5V
0.2A
1W

ABS
Battery 1000mah

White/Blue/Yellow
always on
on 1 minute, off 10 minutes
on 60s off 60s, shuts down after one hour
Micro-USB
1m
White , Dark Grey 

Active spreading of fragrances
 over a wide area



”“
aromaDiffuser |Desk|

The aromaDiffuser has a built-in fan, what means that it will 
actively spread aroma's throughout a space of up to 50 square 
meters (540 sq. ft.). This is much more efficient than convention-
al aroma diffusers, which are only effective within their immedi-
ate vicinity.

Actively spreads aromas

As the aromaDiffuser can hold multiple capsules you can also 
combine scents, creating a unique scent tailored to you! The 
cost of changing the fragrances is low: the aroma pearls will 
retain their fragrance while continuously in use for over 200 
hours.

Mix scents

The machine can hold one or two aroma capsules while retain-
ing the same shape. 

Capacity

The aromaDiffuser is USB powered, what means that you most 
likely have a charging cable and power source around.  

USB powered

There is a two daytime modes (soft and strong) and a night 
mode to adapt to different scenarios and preferences.

Three different modes

Besides providing a pleasant ambience, the 360 degree light 
ring will also indicate the status of the aromaDisfuser and what 
mode it is in.

Light ring

Active spreading of fragrances
 over a wide area

Technical Specifications
Size

Capacity
Input voltage

Current
Power

Material
Indicator light

White indicator light
Blue indicator light

Yellow indicator light
Connector

USB cable Length
Colour

aromaDiffuser |Desk|
D=150 h=57(mm)   D=5.90 h=2.24(in)  
2 capsules
5V DC
0.2A
1W
ABS
White/Blue/Yellow
always on
on 60s off 60
on 60s off 60s, shuts down after one hour
Micro-USB
1m
White , Dark Grey 
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“ ”
Humidifier |Straw| aluminum

Control the humidity level in your direct environment with the 
StrawHumidifier.
NOTE: Soak in water before use! 

Personalized humidity control

Simply wash the body with cool tap water. Unlike other humidifi-
ers there is no need to disassemble the unit.

Easy to clean

With a 15cm-long straw-sized body, it is convenient to carry it in 
e.g. your purse, so that you always have it at hand.

Small, convenient to carry

As the StrawHumidifier has a USB-plug you can use it with your 
computer, powerbank or any other device with a usb port, not 
restricting you to a power outlet.

USB-powered

After working for 6 hours, the humidifier will switch itself off to 
protect it from running out of water. When you unplug and plug 
in the unit, the timer will be reset.

Auto shut-off

Technical Specifications
Plug type

Water consumption/hour
Size

Sponge stick
Power

Voltage
Color

USB
60ml
22mm*22mm*151mm
7mm*142mm
2W
5V DC
Dark grey , Silver 

Straw-like humidifier
for cups

Straw Humidifier

6h

15cm

Exchangeable filter



“ ”

Technical Specifications

So much more than
 just a fire pit

FoldingFire

FoldingFire

Gather around the grill, eat & chat
Everyone can sit around the grill and chat face to face while 
cooking. The fun never ends; turn the FoldingFire into a cozy 
and warm fire pit after grilling. Every individual is truly engaged 
in the grill experience, building stronger connections.

Unique Metal Fiber Fabric
The secret of this innovative grill is the super alloy blanket. The 
woven FeCralloy blanket withstands high temperature 
corrosion, providing durable and long-lasting use. It is ideal to 
use as a resistance-heating element. It is soft and can be turned 
into any shape, making the FoldingFire even more portable.

Easily Convert it into a Fire Pit
The foldable grill can be uninstalled from top of the FoldingFire, 
turning it into a campfire. It is perfect for those who enjoy camp-
fires as much as BBQ!

Height Adjustment for Temperature Control
Lift the FoldingFire upward or downward to adjust the height for 
lower or higher grill temperatures. Height adjustment helps 
avoid overcooking or charring. It retains the tenderness of the 
meat and remains moist. Grill in a healthier way.

Setup and Collapses within Seconds
After use, the FeCralloy blanket cools down within minutes. No 
tools needed; quickly fold, store it into a wearable bag and go.

Packs Up Small for Easy Storage and Relocation
Providing the complete grill experience, this on-the-go Folding-
Fire folds up and can be stored in your car, RV, Camper, 
garage, or storage closet.

Measurements
FF Folded 130x130x655mm

655x655x285mmFF Open
Fecralloy blanket 47x47mm

Bag Φ170x850mm
Weight

FF without bag 3kg/6.6lbs
Specifications

Capacity 5kg/11lbs
Fabric cool down time Couple of minutes



and friends
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100% customizable“ ”

Full colour
silk print

Metallic ink

Custom colour 
scheme

Hi-tech
precision laser

Logo/Pattern
engravement

Custom
packagingFull OEM

Business gift

Gift pack

Collaborations



the crowdfunding platform
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for Backers

100% Product or credit
Unlike other crowdfunding platforms, we offer 100% product or credit
guarantee for your investment. We are the only company providing
this level of protection, and ask for initial payment to negate the risks
of a project failing to be completed.

Crowd design
There is always room for improvement. As a backer, you can comment 
on every published project on the DesignNest platform. We invite 
everyone to bring forward their ideas on how to improve the project.

“ ”Taking needs and wishes 
to the next level

for Designers

“ ”
Create 
When you have created a product you can upload it to our crowdfunding 
platform www.designnest.world. Other users on our platform can suggest 
alterations on how to improve the product. But we will also share our 
knowledge and expertise in mass production, product marketing and 
offer assistance on legal aspects. All of this support is optional and does 
not affect your intellectual property ownership.

Fund
Your product is published on our platform where anyone can preorder. 
Unlike other crowdfunding platforms, we will not take any commission 
on the amount raised.

Manufacture
We ensure the best price-quality ratio through our large base of
trustworthy sources in the overwhelming world of suppliers. We also
offer the option to use our in-house production and assembly facilities,
allowing total quality control, agile decision-making and quick
product adjustments - but it is not obligatory to use our facilities. You
can always opt to use your own suppliers.

Sell
Your product will be launched to different retailers worldwide through
our existing and well-established distribution and sales network. Our
dedicated sales team will actively promote your product, and you will
earn from each and every product that is sold.

DesignNest is one-of-a-kind crowdfunding platform 

platform, design studio, OEM and distribution networks 
altogether. DesignNest provides design knowledge, 

brings sourcing, production and assembly together with 
distribution and sales.

Create... Fund... Manufacture... Sell...
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FAQ

How many PowerCubes can be combined?

rating on the PowerCube. However, we recommend to attach no 
more than three PowerCubes together. 

Is the PowerCube safe to use with a power hungry device, 
like e.g. a microwave?
The PowerCube is as safe as any other power outlet, and built to 
last. Also, the PowerCube is fully grounded, and all sockets are 
child-proof.

How long does it take to charge a device via the USB-output?
The USB ports provide 2.1A of power combined, quadruple the USB 
standard of 0.5A. As a result the charging time will be shorter than 
charging via a USB port on your computer. There is a built-in chip 
that detects how many devices are connected and adjusts the 
output according to this. So if only one device is connected, it will 
be able to use the full 2.1A output. If two are connected, they 
share this total output.

Can I charge my iPad via the USB-output?
The minimum required power to charge an iPad is 1A. Since all of 
our USB-ports have a 2.1A output, it is powerful enough to charge 
your iPad. 

How come the PowerRemote does not 
use any batteries?
By pressing the button, enough kinetic 
energy is created to send a pulse to the 
PowerCube Remote.

How many Remotes can be paired?
Our unique dedicated protocol allows you to pair unlimited 
remotes to a single cube and visa versa.

What differentiates the PowerCube 
from other power strips?
Versatility: it can be mounted 
anywhere with its unique docking 
system. The design of the product also 
ensures that plugs cannot block one 
another, so devices can be charged 
simultaneously. Furthermore, its modular 
system enables it to be stackable and 
expandable, allowing you to create a 
power solution tailored to your needs.

We created a completely new user experience of an existing 
product, making it user-friendly and more versatile.

Why is the audioCube charged with an IEC cable?
The audioCube is a high-powered speaker with a louder volume 
and higher decibel than normal bluetooth speakers. For this reason, 
it has an integrated power adapter connected with an IEC outlet 
to provide the extra power directly from the socket. 

Will the battery of the audioCube |Portable| or PowerUSB 
|Portable| be damaged if I leave it charged for a long time?
All our products that use battery have an automatic ‘safe charge 
stop’ implemented inside. This ensures that even when the battery 
is full, the products can continue to be charged without damaging 
the battery.



a different standard

Are your products available for my country?
There are many different socket types around the world, 15 to 
be precise. We adapt our products to all socket types and local 
standards so they can be used in every country.

FAQ

By focusing on these key aspects, we are 

the industry and continue to set a different 
standard. 

We hope you are 
as enthusiastic about our 
products as we are! Stay with us for more 
products to come!

For more information, visit us at www.allocacoc.com. or please 
e-mail us at info@allocacoc.com. 

How do you protect your products against look-alikes?
At Allocacoc, we are designers at heart. We create solutions to 
problems, which results in original products. As our products gain 
popularity, ‘remarkably similar’ products are starting to appear 
on the market. We don’t feel threatened though. Rather, we feel 
honoured that they also see the greatness of the product. Being 
copied is the greatest recognition a product can get. This also 

That being said, we also take action to protect our products by 
focusing on the following aspects:

All of our products comply to the required local standards and 
regulations.

the products of Allocacoc?
On our website www.allocacoc.com, 

products, and additional information. We 
also post regular updates on Facebook 
and Twitter, and we welcome you to 
follow us there too!

How many times can the PowerUSB|Portable| fully charge 
my phone/device?
This depends on the battery capacity of your device. If the battery 
capacity of your device is for example 1000mAh, the PowerUSB 
|Portable| can fully charge it 5 times. 

Protection of our intellectual property rights on internal 
construction, design and utility

for new products
An extensive focus on build quality and product safety
Taking into consideration the complete user experience 
and safety of our products, from packaging, installation to 
extensive usage. 
A good pricing strategy. Even before we start to design a 
product, we already have a target price in mind. This enables 
us to make crucial decisions throughout the entire process, 
and ensures that all of our products will be affordable to the 
end-consumer. We also do not charge any ‘design fees’ or 
other hidden costs that some copycats do, which makes 
their copy more expensive than our original.



Look-alike



Dangerous look-alikes

Since we launched the PowerCubes in 2011, we have seen many 
others producing similar products of similar design. We don’t 

see the greatness of the product. However, the quality of their 
design, usability, material and safety is often not at all near to our 
products. As designers and makers of the authentic Allocacoc 
PowerCube, we know how important quality is for electrical 
products. We acknowledge the danger that comes with products 
that are of low or inconsistent quality, and we care greatly for 
the users’ safety. We would therefore like to give users a clear 
understanding of each product’s design, usability, material and 
safety. Our website will provide an overview comparing our 
products to look-alike products in the market. With that overview, 
we aim to make a difference for all users.

Caution
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